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INC: DYNAMIC DRYING TO AVOID WHITE INK MARKS

Dynamic drying to avoid white
ink marks
Abstract
One of the most desired (premium) applications in the printing world is print with white ink. Obtain white ink
that looks very white and does not turn yellow is difficult to achieve. White ink contains a pigment that
precipitate easily and that means that the ink has to be constantly recirculating through the printer's ink
tubes to avoid the precipitation.
In some white print modes, the white ink is printed first as an opacity layer, and then the colored ink is
printed on top. If the white ink has not dried properly, when you print the color ink, it is diluted with the white
ink and some uneven marks appear. This is the reason why white print modes are slow, decreasing the
productivity of the printer.

4.

Problems solved

The white printing modes are those ones:
-

-

Underflood: Usually used in transparent medias. A layer of white is printed before printing with
colored ink. This mode tries to create opacity where it is printed. It is very important to dry the white
ink before printing in color ink to avoid marks to appear where white ink has not been correctly
dried.
Overflood: Color ink is first printed and then white ink is printed. The colored ink has to be dried to
avoid the appearance of marks once white ink it is printed.

The print mode where the ink is most difficult to dry is the underflood. This is because the distance between
where the white ink is thrown and the one where the color ink is thrown is small. This causes that the time
in which the white ink is in the media and can be dried is reduced if we want to have a high productivity. This
is the main limitation of the printer's x-put for white ink printing. The advance of the material between one
printing pass and another printing pass of the carriage must be reduced to increase the time in which the
white ink is exposed to the drying.
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The drying diffusers have walls to try to distribute the hot air through the printzonde as homogeneously as
possible. Even so, there are always some areas in which a turbulent flow is created and reduces the drying
capacity in those specific areas. Those are the limiting areas, causing the xput to decrease by increasing the
time in which those areas have to be exposed to drying.
This invention aims to eliminate those areas in which a constant turbulent flow is created avoiding marks in
those areas and being able to increase the x-put in the white print modes.

DRYING
MARKS

5.

DRYING
MARKS

Prior solutions and limitations

The solution to avoid marks due to improper drying of white ink is reducing the distance to advance between
one printing pass and another printing pass of the carriage to increase the time in which the white ink is
exposed to drying, This reduces the x-put of the machine.

6.

New solution description

The invention consists in blurring the areas where drying has a more limited drying capacity (red area) due
to the shape of the diffusers.
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For this, what is needed is a constant rotatory movement of the in the “z”. By rotating the diffusers, a few
mm, the area that was always exposed to the turbulent flow moves, allowing that area to dry faster (yellow
area).

By rotating from one side to another while printing, an area is created where drying is not as efficient as it
is in the green area, but it is efficient enough to dry the ink more quickly, allowing to increase the x-put in
the white print modes.
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7.

Advantages of our invention

The advantage of this invention is the increase of the x-put in the white print modes increasing the
productivity of the printer
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